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Holiday mirth
spread musically
SJSU Choraliers
warm up season
via Rent-A-Carol
moneymaker
By Hugo Rivera
Staff Writer
State
Jose
San
The
University Choraliers hope to
raise holiday spirits and thousands of dollars with their RentA-Carol program.
The Choraliers are the elite
singing ensemble of the three at
SJSU’s School of Music and
Dance. The group is made up of
about 30 students who joined
the group, directed by Charlene
Archibeque, through auditions.
Dan Hughes; a member of the
Choraliers for about seven
years, said the group helped him
accomplish many things musically.
"I achieved real commitment
to vocal art," he said.
Hughes said being a member
of the singing group gave him
the experience necessary to conduct his own choral group.
The Rent-A-Carol program is
designed to allow individuals
and organizations can hire the
vocal talent to perform at events
such as receptions, private parties, banquets, office functions
and luncheons. The program
was initiated as a fund-raiser.
Each member of the Choraliers
receives a certain amount of
money raised from Rent-ACarol.
The cost for the entire group
for one hour is $1,000.
They are also willing to perform as quartets and octets.
Choralier Jennifer DiMaggio,
who is in charge of the program,
said prices may vary depending
on how many members of the
Choraliers perform at one time.
DiMaggio said the total
amount raised by the group this

It’s beginning to look a lot like Christmas

year should about $10,000.
She added the largest amount
of money they have received this
year since the program began
Nov. 11 was $5,000 for a single
one-hour performance Monday
night at the Tech Museum of
Innovation.
According to DiMaggio, the
strangest places in which the
group has performed include the
cellar of a winery and the
Winchester Mystery House.
For the program, the group is
willing to perform any song they
know.
"Pretty much anything (people) want , we can pull together,"
DiMaggio said. The Choraliers
know holiday carols from the
Middle Ages up to contemporary
songs such as "Jingle Bells."
The money raised by the program and other events will help
defray costs of the European
tour the group has planned for
the summer of 1999.
During the tour, the group
will travel to Austria and the
Netherlands, among other countries and will perform for the
World Choral Symposium in
Rotterdam, Holland. At the symposium, choral directors, performers and composers will
gather to share musical information.
According to Archibeque, the
group is one of two American
groups performing at the event.
The other American group is the
Philip
Brunel
Choir
of
Minnesota.
A total of 40 choirs will be
present at the event from countries including France, Estonia
and Italy.
The group plans to hold other
fund-raisers, including the sale
of Christmas wreaths and a
Christmas Concert on Saturday
Dec. 19 at Mission Santa Clara
at Santa Clara University.
"I’m hoping to get as much
money as I can so I’m looking
forward to doing (the fund-raisers)," Choraliers member Hilary
Little said about the Rent-ACarol program.

Top: Flattening his belly and peeking
through his billowy white beard, Gamma
Zeta Alpha fraternity member Mike Ramos
gets a little help adjusting the belt on his
Santa suit from fraternity brother Juan
Cruz.The two were preparing for more than
200 children to walk through the door to
meet Santa and receive a Christmas gift.
Left: Having trouble opening his own
gift, 6 -year-old Edgar Munoz looks over at
the present that was given to Angel
Villalobos, 6, at the Christmas at SJSU celebration held Saturday. Gamma Zeta Alpha
fraternity sponsored the third annual
Christmas at SJSU party in the Student
Union Ballroom.
Photos lit Ros.littuld Iii,. sp. r. mm 1),111%

SJSU breaks a sweat with Aerobicthon
By Ginny White
Staff Writer
Cardio funk, kickboxing
and Hi/Lo impact aerobics
kept 100 participants jumping
and jamming at the eighth
annual Aerobicthon, sponHuman
the
by
sored
Department,
Performance
Friday.
The Aerobicthon was open
to anyone on or off of campus
to relieve stress and have fun,
according to Carol Sullivan,
organizer of the event and San
Jose State University instructor.
The event began with a
warm up led by aerobics
Wexel.
instructor
Teri
Immediately following was a
series of high and low impact
aerobics with Minds Kraines
directing. Warm-up and cooldown periods were included in
the event.
Unlike most of the instructors, who wore close -fitting
exercise outfits, Andre Bobo
got on stage dressed in street
clothes jeans, a knit hat and
knee-length jacket. His routine was filled with dance
moves and hip-hop strutting.
Participants laughed and
cheered as they slowly caught
on to his challenging cardio
funk set.
"It was fun to experience
different kinds of aerobics,"
business major Mitra Elie
said. "I only worked out once
this week, so this was terrific."
Instructor presentations
were broken into eight 13
minute sets, with most of the
routines being conducted from
a small stage at one end of the
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Clayton Staltrr/ Spartan Daily
Stewart Perrilliat (left) and Tracy Perrilllat share a laugh while working up a sweat at the eighth
annual Aerobicthon Friday afternoon.
the group is 72, with several two gift certificates for Ben &
gym in the SPX-C building.
The kickboxing routine, members over the age of 80, Jerry’s Ice Cream. They said
they work out about four
conducted by Eversley Forte, according to group members.
Participants stayed moving times a week and the
challenged the group and put
them into a poking and jab- throughout the event and Aerobicthon was a welcomed
seemed to gain confidence by change.
bing circle.
’We are always here workForte got the participants to watching each other.
"I need to work out with ing out at (the Event Center
walk around the gym in a circle, which was a change from other people and I needed this Sport Club)," Perrilliat said.
the rows they had been in. He extra workout," said environ- "We’re glad we tried this out."
After cool -down, which was
chose individuals from the cir- mental studies major Erin
cle to spar with and stayed off Peyton. "I loved the different led by Lee Pate, the De Anza
college jazz/hip-hop dance
the small stage for most of his styles."
Alumna Tracy Perrilliat teams Phaze II and III, as well
routine.
During a five minute break, and her husband, Stewart, an as the Mission College Hip
a local senior dance group engineering major were hon- Hop Dance Team, ended the
called the Sizzling Seniors ored with the Most Aerobic Aerobicthon with perforperformed. The average age of Couple award and were given mances.

White supremacist draws
light sentence; NAACP ire
A
SPARKS, Nev. (AP)
black leader criticized a judge’s
sentence for a self-proclaimed
white supremacist, saying it let
the defendant off the hook for
placing swastikas on a black
woman’s home.
Ken Dalton, president of the
Reno-Sparks NAACP chapter,
said Sunday that he thinks
Sparks Municipal Judge Larry
Sage’s sentence was too lenient.
Sage last week sentenced
Jason Kamerer to four days in
jail and 96 hours of community
service. Kamerer pleaded no
contest to one count of misdemeanor destruction of property
in a plea bargain.
Kamerer, 21, was accused of
painting a swastika above the
doorway of the woman’s home
and carving a swastika on her
door last summer. The two were
neighbors at the time, but the
victim has since moved out of
state.
’When I heard about it, I
couldn’t believe they gave such a
light sentence," Dalton said.
"They should have slammed
this guy. Instead, they gave him
a slap on the hand.
’They needed to let this area
know that we won’t tolerate this
in the least. Why do we have to
wait so someone is seriously
harmed before they do anything?’
Sage didn’t return phone
calls.
Even though he sought a 10day jail sentence in the case,
chief city prosecutor Timothy

Randolph said he thinks the
sentence was sufficient.
"I think the message that the
city will prosecute and seek jail
in these types of cases will let
people know how the city treats
these cases," he said. "I don’t
know if there’s anything that
will stop hatemongers from
being hatemongers."
Noting Kamerer had no prior
criminal record, Sage imposed a
suspended jail sentence of 180
days. The judge also ordered
Kamerer to spend 30 days on
house arrest and to send a written apology to the victim.
Dalton
also
criticized
Randolph’s handling of the case,
saying it should have been prosecuted as a felony hate crime
because of its seriousness.
But Randolph said authorities were limited in their ability
to charge Kamerer with a more
serious crime because they were
unable to find the woman.
ni prove beyond a reasonable doubt you have to get
beyond assumptions It would
be tougher without the victim,’
he said.
But Dalton accused prosecutors of making excuses.
"The woman was scared
enough to move. Look at the
intimidation factor he put out,"
he said.
The case was only the latest
in a series of crimes involving
white supremacists in the Reno
area. Others were convicted for
the murders of a black man in
1988 and a gay man in 1994.
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Pearl Harbor Day
prompts speculation
of Japan’s intentions
this date 57
years ago, the
On
Japanese government made the biggest
mistake in its history.
Six Japanese aircraft
carriers launched a surprise raid on Pearl
Harbor, the American
naval base in Hawaii
(then a U.S. territory).
The sneak attack sank
Kr%iii
Illect en 1.11i five American battleships
and several smaller vessels, damaged many othi 1),.., S it .
ers, severely damaged
Hawaiian airfields and
killed more 2,400 Americans.
Today, the battleship USS Arizona, sunk during the raid, still lies in the mud of Pearl Harbor.
Many of the 1,100 men who went down with
their ship are still entombed in the hulk.
As President Franklin Delano Roosevelt told
Congress in asking for a declaration of war
against Japan, Dec. 7 is "a date which will live
in infamy."
A great-uncle of mine, the late Don C. Smith,
was there. On the morning of Dec. 7, 1941, he
was a boatswain’s mate stationed aboard the
battleship USS West Virginia. His ship was
sunk by Japanese torpedoes, but he managed to
escape with his life.
When the West Virginia was refloated, a diver
found a boatswain’s pipe with the initials
"D.C.S." engraved on it. He located Uncle Don
and returned the pipe. The battleship was
rebuilt and spent the last year of the war exacting revenge.
According to the book "The Pacific
Campaign," while bombs were still falling in
Hawaii, Japanese ambassadors visited U.S.
Secretary of State Cordell Hull in Washington,
D.C. and presented him with a message from
Tokyo ending peace talks. Hull had just gotten
off the phone with Roosevelt, who had called to
relay the message that Pearl Harbor was under
attack.
They were late due to decoding problems.
Before the ambassadors arrived at Hull’s office,
U.S. intelligence agents intercepted the message
and delivered it to Roosevelt and Hull. The idea
had been for Japan to give the United States 30
minutes’ notice of war. Instead, the message was
delivered an hour late.
Timing is, indeed, everything.
In "The Pacific ’Campaign" by Darn van der
Vat, Adm, Isoroku Yamamoto is quoted as saying to then -Japanese Prime Minister Fumimaro
Konoye: "If we are ordered to (go to war with
America) then I can guarantee to put up a tough
fight for the first six months, but I have
absolutely no confidence about what would happen if it went on for two or three years.... I hope
you will make every effort to avoid war with
America."
Japan should have listened to Yamamoto.
Instead, it drew into the war a country geographically isolated from the fighting in Europe
and the Pacific and with industrial might second to none. The question was not if the United
States would win the war, but when.
The end result of Pearl Harbor is that, just
four years later, Japan and its chief ally, Nazi
Germany, had been defeated in battle.
In short, the Pearl Harbor raid signaled the
beginning of the end of Nazi and Japanese
tyranny in Europe and the Pacific.
Kevin W. Hecteman is the Spartan Daily
copy editor
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Mr. Bad Example
offers own final
year-end predictions

by Jack Ohman
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Unusual epitaphs help bid a final ’Adieu’
Stephen and Time are now both even;
to begin the end my last colHow
Stephen beat Time and now Time’s
umn for the Spartan Daily. My
beat Stephen.
final words. My last chance to
Abe Bell manufactured fireworks:
make somebody mad or laugh.
He has gone to the only place
This is tough. Deliver a sting?
Where his own works are excelled.
Tempting, but I think I’ll stick with the
No. I don’t want to be harsh. This is
chuckles to write my column’s epitaph.
supposed to be a friendly goodbye. I’d like
"Here lies..." no, can’t start that way, I
to leave something behind for the next
didn’t lie in any of my columns. Try again.
group of struggling news room rookies,
"Gone but not forgotten." Yeah, right.
like a Vermont widow did on her husWho am I kidding?
band’s gravestone:
I need an epitaph with some meat in it,
1 ois.1 rains
Sacred to the memory of Jared Bates
like Lettuce Manning’s:
Who died August the 6th, 1800:
Oh cruel death
His widow, aged 24, lives at 7 Elm St.
ISIS 5,
kutt
7b satisfy thy palate,
Has many qualifications of a good wife,
Cut down our Lettuce
And yearns to be comforted.
To make a salad.
What could I possibly leave for the next Spartan
The Manning family really knew how to make
light of a sad situation. So did Jonathan Pease’s Daily staff? Aahh, unsolicited advice. Always a
crowd pleaser:
heirs in Nantucket, Mass.:
To all who enter here, beware
Under the sod and under the trees
Of editors who pull their hair
Lies the body of Jonathan Pease.
Out waiting for first drafts to read
He is not here, there’s only the pod:
So they can send them back and scream
Pease shelled out and went to God.
"You call this a story?"
Hey, iniirbe I need tcyfria oq food images. Here’s
I’m going to miss that. I’m going to miss Mr. Bad
one from Anna Hopewell s grave in Enosburg Falls,
Example. I got a few good columns from rebuttal to
Vt.:
his.
Here lies the body of our Anna
I’m going to miss The Big Guy and The Sex
Done to death by a banana
Maniac and Snickermouth, a certain Swede and a
It wasn’t the fruit that laid her low
Jewish princess, not to mention Mr. ChooChoo and
But the skin of the thing that made her go.
Yvette.
Or how about this from a baker’s stone:
Jeremiah motormouth, I’ll miss your endless
Throughout his life he kneaded bread
explanations, political debates and booming voice.
And deemed it quite a bore.
You should call "Budget" for Julia next semester.
And now stx feet beneath earth’s crust
Crazy Johnny, stay away from those flicks, buddy.
He needeth bread no more.
Hmmm. Food in my epitaph. Well, I did write a Dougie, I hope your Hangover never goes away.
So long to Tim the Backshop Man Burke, who
column about what I considered ’the great grade
school peanut fiasco, but I don’t want nuts in my epi- wields a mean Exacto blade.
I’m not going to miss the 1:30 a.m. hurry-uptaph. There are enough of them in the news room
we’re-in-deep-doodoo-past-the-deadline nights.
already.
I’m not going to miss computer crashes, either.
Let’s see. How about a work -related epitaph, like
But if I can do this, I can do anything.
this doctor’s in Brook land, Ark:
Dr Fred Roberts
1875-1931
Office upstairs
Lois Jenkins is the Spartan Daily production editor
Or maybe like this music conductor’s:

401;

According to a reliable source, early
next year, the Pope
will announce a date for
the Second Coming of
Christ.
Okay, I have a confesI’m one of
sion to make
the nine million weekly
losers who read rags like
the National Enquirer, the
Globe and the Weekly
taraii
World News. That’s where
I found out that Jesus
Christ is going to make 111/.11w Et
his triumphant return to
Earth.
Working in a grocery store affords me the luxury of being able to get my "news" for free, unlike
the rest of my loser friends who shell out a couple of bucks each for their information link to the
outside world.
As I sat reading the "Year End Special" of the
with the Dionne
the one
Enquirer
Warwickian predictions of the upcoming year
I thought to myself, "I could probably do just as
well as their -mystics’."
So, I’ve consulted my crystal balls, have meditated for hours on end and have played 53
games of "Show Me the Future" on my Ouija
board and here’s what I’ve came up with:
Sometime in the spring, O.J. Simpson, saying he has seen a vision of his dead wife on the
13th green of Riviera Country Club, announces
that he has found the killer ofJonBenet Ramsey.
In a related announcement, Simpson says he’s
still baffled as to the identity of his wife’s killer.
Ellen DeGeneres and Anne Heche, saying
they wish to have a baby, announce they have
found a sperm donor: Dennis Rodman.
Shortly after the release of "The Phantom
Menace," Star Wars fanatics claim that if you
play the soundtrack to the blockbuster backwards, it proves once and for all that Paul
McCartney is indeed dead.
Wanting to "right the wrongs of the past,"
Carl Karcher Enterprises announces a "substantial" donation to the joint library project. Wiggsy
Siversten vows never to step in the library
again.
San Jose State University President Robert
Caret, in a philanthropic moment, announces he
will offer up his parking space to the highest bidder. The money will go the SJSU Gateway
Foundation and he will start fighting for parking
spaces just like everybody else.
Three days into the school year, Caret
returns the money and parks in his old spot saying the endless search for a space every day was
taking away from his ability to affect real and
positive changes at SJSU.
Monica Lewinsky lands her own daytime
talk show, proving once and for all that anyone
can get their own talk show. Lewinsky breaks
down after the first day of taping, when all the
audience members show up wearing President
Clinton masks and holding cigars. The show is
cancelled after six episodes.
Michael Jordan offers to thumbwrestle NBA
Commissioner David Stern to settle the NBA
lockout. In a shocking upset, Stern wins the
best-of-three match. Jordan quits the NBA in
disgrace.
Mr. Bad Example, feeling his column has
run its course, announces fa will no longer write
under that monicker. He makes it known that
from here on out he wishes to be addressed as
A" is a Spartan Daily senior staff writer

Former SJSU QB Garcia leads Stampeders to Grey Cup win, renews Spartans’ pride
not often, in the age of
It’s
brutal losing seasons, that
San Jose State University
fans can hold their heads high
and say to our neighboring
schools, "Hey, we’ve got a winner."
Now is the time.
Former San Jose State
University quarterback, Jeff
Garcia, did the Spartans proud
when he led the Canadian
Football
League’s
Calgary
Stampeders to a thrilling 26-24
win in the Grey Cup on Nov. 22.
The Grey Cup is the CFL’s

equivalent tothe NFL’s Super
Bowl. It was the second championship for Calgary in four tries
in the ’90s, but Garcia’s first.
Garcia was named the game’s
MVP on the strength of his 22 of
32 for 260 yard passing performance against the Hamilton
Tiger-Cats. He also rushed for
47 yards.
Garcia, who is considered the
last great Spartan field general,
has been in the CFL for five
years, waiting for his moment to
shine on the frozen fields of
Canada.

In 1995,
Garcia, who
led
the
Stampede to
a 8-1 record
in a backup
role, had to sit and watch as current Buffalo Bills quarterback
Doug Flutie replaced him in a
1995 Grey Cup loss to
Baltimore.
Now it is time for Garcia to
take his place among the former
Spartan greats who have gone
on to professional ball and sucHe joins
former
ceeded.

Spartans
like
Bill
Walsh,
D ick
Vermeil,
S teve
DeBerg and others who remind
us what Spartan pride really
means.
Garcia, a Gilroy native who
still holds the SJSU record for
total career yards with 7,274
(6,545 passing and 729 rushing),
has been named the CFL’s West
Division offensive player of the
year for two years running.

E I’I’( )I? I 1.

In 1995 he used the 110-yard
CFL field to abuse defenses for
3,358 yards passing. In 1996 he
upped the ante, torching the
CFL for 4,225 yards in the air.
In 1997 outdid himself again,
throwing for 4,573 yards.
Finally this year, his numbers
diminshed only 4,276 yards
passing but the reward of
winning the Grey Cup outweighed any stat he could have
come up with.
Now it’s time for the next logical step to occur. Garcia needs
to get his shot at the big time.

SPARTAN DAILY

He needs a chance to latch on in
the NFL.
Despite the fact that he barely stands six feet tall, Garcia has
proven that he is a gunslinger
extrodinaire.
With most NFL teams needing two, sometimes three quarterback just to survive the season, it’s high time that we are
able to see Garcia playing every
Sunday.
So we wish Garcia congratulations, thank him for restoring
our Spartan pride and look forward to seeing him in the NFL
by Dave
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Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to the Editor
A Letter to the Editor is 200 -word response to an issue
or point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the author’s name, address,
phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box
at the Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Dental Hall Room 209,
sent
by
fax
to
(408)
924-3237,
e-mail
at
SDAILYejmc.sjsu.edu or mailed to the Spartan Daily
Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One
Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of,
the Spartan Daily editors, not the daft.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism
and Mass Communications or SJSU.
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Solution to parking mess: buy a motorcycle
Tam tired of reading about all
of the parking problems at
San Jose State University. The
last straw came when I read,
"Ninety-eight wrongs do not
make four rights for university’s carpool parking program."
Big deal. If 98 parking spaces
were lost to the faculty, they are
fully deserving. So what. If the
first floor of the 10th Street
garage is going to cause a loss of
parking spaces for students
who drive their cars to school
due to the joint library construction. It is unfortunate that
the books will be there, but so
what if it further inconve-

niences students.
I attend classes Monday
through Friday and I never
have a problem finding a park
ing spot. I simply drive up to
school, choose one of the many
available parking spots I like
best and I park. I never have to
fight anyone for a parking spot
and if! would get my lazy butt
out of bed on time, I would
never be late to class with the
excuse of, "I couldn’t find parking." How do I do this? Simple.
I ride a motorcycle.
The best benefit, aside from
going fast, is always finding
plenty of parking. Parking that

is free and closer to my classes.
So if you’re tired of battling
everyone else for a parking
spot, simply buy a motorcycle
and ride it to school. Like Ms.
Susan L. Piepho said in her letter, "Do more, complain less."
You’re afraid or can’t afford
a motorcycle? Then simply get
your lazy butt out of bed!
Miguel Angel Rodriguez Jr.
political science

Security cameras prevent elevator tampering
This weekend, once again,
one of the elevators is out of
service. I found out the reason
why, too. It is because of impatient individuals who pull the
emergency stop button so they
can reset the elevator and
reverse its direction.
I know this happens a lot
because every day I hear the

alarms in the elevators going
off. I hope the people who do
this will realize how foolish they
are when the elevator doesn’t
reverse as planned and they get
stuck in the elevator.
I have a suggestion on how to
catch these people. Install security cameras in each elevator.
The cameras in the elevators

would make a person think
twice before pulling the stop
button.
Also, if someone is stupid
enough to still pull it, the camera would catch the person
responsible.
Daniel T Offerman
hotel management

Affirmative action should also apply to faculty
Before reading Chuong
Truong’s letter to the editor,
I was indecisive about whether
affirmative action should or
should not apply to professors.
However, Truong’s letter, which
was very disturbing, has helped
me come to a conclusion.
How was Truong so convincing? Well, it was stated in
Truong’s letter that "you now
have to translate the instructor’s broken English into something understandable."
This tells me that affirmative action is still desperately
needed and that it most definitely should apply to profes-

sors because people who share
Truong’s view will probably not
hire a professor based on perhaps an accent, or as Truong
put it, "broken English."
I agree that we need to hire
the most qualified professors,
but how and when will we draw
the line for what characteristics
disqualify professors? If broken
English becomes a relevant reason to disqualify, how can we
guarantee that ethnicity won?
I acknowledge the fact, as
presented in Truong’s letter
that trying to figure out what a
professor is trying to say in
their, for lack or a more appro-

priate term, broken English can
be difficult at times.
However, being tolerant and
understanding should be practiced while in college because
living in such a diverse community requires you to eventually
work with someone who might
not look the way you do, speak
English the way you do and
think the way you do.

While I’m sure the writer of
this letter believed the correct
answer is no, the writer would
be mistaken. The correct
answer is yes, and only yes in
the circumstances of religious
hypocrites, who I believe was
our writer’s targeted audience.
If our enlightened audience
would please turn to the appropriate passage (which, as true

Today
SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN
Student art galleries art
exhibits from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. in
the Art and Industrial Studies
buildings. For more information,
call Scott or Jenny at 924-4330.
WOMENW RESOURCZ CENTER AND
SJSU WOMEN’S HirALTH TRAM
Women’. Health Forum: "Stress,
How to Survive Finals and the
Holidays" from 12,30 - 1:30 p.m. in
the Student Union’s Council
Chambers. For more information,
call Vicci Smith at 924-6500.
SJSU PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENT
Philosophy Colloquium led by
Professor Tom Leddy at 3 p.m. in
Faculty Offices Room 104. For more
information, call Peter Hadreas at
924-1376.
NURSES CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Recognizing spiritual needs at
11 a.m in the Student Union’s
Montalvo Room. For more information, call Diane Stegmeir at 2796385.

Tuesday
TAU DELTA PHI FRATERNITY
Inauguration Day at 6 p.m. in
the President’s Conference Room
located in Tower Hall. For more
information, call Bo Mendoza at
984-6145.
LIBRARY DONATIONS AND SALES
UNIT
Ongoing book sales inClark
Lobby and featuring Steinbeck
books in Wahlquist Library North
Room 408. For more information,
call 924-2705.

AD CLUB
Last meeting ofthe fall semester
at 6:30 p.m. in Business
Classrooms Room 311. For more
information, call Nadine Castillo at
946-4873.

SJSU PHYSICS CLUS AND SIGMA
ALPHA MU FRATERNITY
"Free Flick" at 7 pm in the old
science building, Room 142. For
more information, call Tim at 9243274.
NUTRITION AND FOOD SCIENCE
DEPARTMENT
Body fat measurement using bioelectrical impedance from 10 a.m, to
noon
in
Central
Classroom
Building, Room 103. Cost is $5 for
students, faculty and staff. $10 for
all others. For more information,
call Jill Christensen at 924-3110.
LIBRARY DONATION AND SALES UNIT
Ongoing booksales, with John
Steinbeck books to be featured during the month of December, each
Tuesday and Wednesday from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. in Wahlquist Library
North. For more information, call
the Acquisitions Department at
924-2705.

Wednesday
PREVENTION EDUCATION PROGRAM
CENTER AND INTER RESIDENCE
HALL ASSOCIATION
"Safe Winter Break" dance, with
music provided by KSJS’ DJ
Aladdin from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m, in
the dining commons. For more
information, call Robert Hernandez
at 924-5945.
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
Meeting from 5:30 p.m. -6:30
p.m. in Pacheco Room in Student

Voice of Moses found

year institution (four classes per
semester) is that CSU is a
teaching institution, not a
research institution, and that
the demand for faculty research
is secondary to teaching. This
was almost immediately contradicted at the first Fresno RTP
informational meeting I attended, in which we were warned
not to publish in non -refereed
journals and told that without
substantial research and publication, we could not hope to get
tenure.
All of us who have CSU
tenure know perfectly well that
without a substantial record of
research and publication we
would be found wanting.
Furthermore, the reason! was
offered the tenure-track position
at SJSU in 1995 was partly

Sharron. life. Sharepur decision:.
For a free brochure about Organ & Tissue
Donation. call 1 -900.353-SHARE
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Thursday
SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN
Student art galleries art
exhibits from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. and
receptions from 6 - 8 p.m. in the
Art and Industrial Studies buildings. For more information, call
Scott or Jenny at 924-4330.

Friday
SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND DANCE
Free performance by
Choreography 1 class from 12:30
p.m. 2 p.m. in Spartan Complex,
Room 219. For more information,
call Fred Mathews at 924-6044.
134SU GAISICLAN ENSEMBLE
Concert of gemelan music
directed by Burhan Sukarm at 7:30
p.m. in Concert Hall. For more
information, call Rae Ann Stahl at
924-2718.

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to
students faculty and staff The deadlin, for
entries is noon, three days before desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the
Space restrictions may
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’Frasier’ star takes new role

Setzer ’swings’ into scene

air,*

Coll an attorney ,.vtio knows the problems =lege students
hove Dr. Jett Kalifs has over 14 yeas at &penance
teaching at Son Jose State.
candlelight...simple moving songs....silence
personal and group prayers.... meditation on Advent Scriptures
You am invited to

AN ADVENT TAIZE WORSHIP SERVICE
At the Campus Ministry Center Chapel (Tenth and San Carlo.)
On Wednesday, December 9, at 7:00 pm
Taize worship is an inclusive, ecumenical contemplative prayer service.
It can be a centering, healing, empowering experience. Come, join us, m
we begin finals and move into the Advent season.

Brsakflat

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY.
EPISCOPAL/CANTRIBURY
COMMUNITY AND UNITED CAMPUS
CHRISTIAN MINISTRY
Dinner and Advent Telt* service. Dinner is at 6:00 pm, service
is at 7 p.m. in the Campus
Ministry Center at the corner of
10thand San Carlos Streets. For
more information, call Father Bob
or tinny at 938-1610.

Sly buys $10 million home

la41 rA

If (Ai are
VkiiitOti cat,
k not cut
back on fat?

DESIGN
Student art galleries art
exhibits from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. in
the Art and Industrial Studies
buildings. For more information,
call Scott or Jenny at 924-4330.

NEW YORK (AP) Animate a story that’s
sacred to three major religions, pick a voice to
sound like God, and mass-market the result
around the world all without offending anybody.
LOS ANGELES (AP) Rocky has a new home.
That was the delicate task before Jeffrey
Sylvester Stallone has bought a new Italian
Katzenberg, co-founder of DreamWorks, as he
shepherded the forthcoming film "The Prince of villa-style estate in the Beverly Hills area for about
$10 million, the Los Angeles Times reported
Egypt" which tells the story of Moses from
Heather Moore concept to reality.
Sunday.
graduate
The 16,000-square-foot home has six bedrooms
"It is so much more complicated, so much more
communications challenging than simply making a movie," and nine baths while the gated estate boasts a pool,
Katzenberg told Time magazine in its Dec. 14 formal gardens and a 500-foot driveway.
Stallone and his wife, model Jennifer Flavin,
issue.
Katzenberg met with 700 clerics and scholars, have been living part-time at their 11.7-acre Miami
journeyed to the Vatican, studied the Bible and estate, which is on the market for $24.7 million.
spoke to professors at Harvard’s divinity school, all
in an effort to get things right without stepping
on anyone’s toes. And instead of Moses action figbecause! had achieved such a
LOS ANGELES (AP) Harriet Harris is going
ures, the promotional tie-in will consist of a packrecord. Without it, I could not
age containing a book, compact disc and tickets to from shark to sentiment.
possibly have competed for the
Ms. Harris, who plays Frasier Crane’s predatory
the movie.
position.
agent on the NBC sitcom "Frasier," is taking a genGiven Provost Bain’s statetler turn in "The Last Night of Ballyhoo," playing a
ments at the forum,! would like
nice but nutty Jewish mother.
to enlist her support for the logThe play is running at a Beverly Hills theater.
NEW YORK (AP) Brian Setzer, who helped
ical consequence of the increasMs. Harris, a Texas -born actress who trained at
revive rockabilly in the 1980s with The Stray Cats,
ing demand for faculty research
says his foray into swing music stems from an Juilliard and in regional theater, has made a career
in the CSU system: reduce our
appearance his band almost made on the old recently of playing neurotics and crazies, such as
class load to three classes per
her turn as a "psychotic clone" on "The X-Files."
"Tonight" show.
semester. The argument that
"I guess I can access insane," she said. "I am
’They wanted us to do ’Rock This Town,’" the guihas supported the justification
tarist says Setzer of one of the Stray Cats’ hit Southern."
for our present teaching load is
The theater work is a welcome change, she told
songs. Although the band didn’t appear on the
no longer fair, for in essence
show at the time, talks "came close enough that the Los Angeles Times for a story published
the
best
of
both
CSU gets
they asked us if we wanted to use Doc’s Sunday.
worlds: we teach four courses
and we must also do research.
Have fra/2/Brayetin the POLICE or HIGHWAY PATROL
Peter Master
Domestic Violence
DWI
assistant professor of linguisControlled Substances
Assault
tics and language development
Public Intoxication
Battery
Weapons Violations
Theft
and dedicated believers, they
should already know), I’m sure
they can double-check the
veracity of my statement.
Hate is ugly don’t start.

Faculty and staff benefit from reduced class load
Iwas delighted to see the
report in the Dec. 2 issue of
the Spartan Daily on the forum
Provost Linda Bain led on
Tuesday afternoon concerning
research n the university.
According to the article, she
said it was the duty of San Jose
State University faculty to take
part in the research. I fully
agree with this statement and
know from my own experience
how well students, especially
graduate Audents, respond to a
professor’s own current research
and how this can make the
class alive.
On the other hand, when!
joined California State
University in 1987 at Fresno, I
was told that the reason CSU
requires the heaviest teaching
load in the nation for a four-

iic000L or ART AND

(Severinsen) big band. And a light bulb went off.
That was one of the first times I ever got the idea."
The Brian Setzer Orchestra’s remake of the
Louis Prima toe-tapper "Jump Jive an’ Wail" was
featured in a Gap commercial this year, but Setzer
tells Rolling Stone magazine that the resurgence in
swing has been building for some time.
"Let’s face it, swing is huge," Setzer says. "But
we were doing it six years ago. Last year I was selling 7,000 tickets at the Greek Theater in LA. with
no radio play ... No MTV or VH1. It was word-ofmouth."

Ivy Tseng
political science

Christians should practice what Bible preaches
Afew weeks ago someone
wrote a letter to the editor
about some Christians with unJesus like attitudes and actions
(something anti-queer, I believe)
under their belt (the Bible Belt,
no less).
This concerned person struck
me with their seemingly simple
and straightforward question:
Did Jesus ever preach hate?

Union. For more information, call
Gina Lorenzo at 924-5956.

Sparta Guide
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The Catholic Campus Ministry
The Episcopal Canterbury Community
United Campus Christian Ministry
(Presbyterian/Methodist/United Church of Christ/Dieciplea)
Call 938-1610 for information

Tr." KA LL15.Assoc
Professional Aggiesive Legal Senices

1 -88844 I - I LAW
Hod FON and Swain. Rare

LINCOLN
LAW SCHOOL
OF SAN JOSE
A NotwAII CwPwWW,

January 1999 Class
Begins on January 21, 1999
Affordable tuition
May not need a degree for admission
Program for working adults
Comprehensive legal research and writing program
LINCOLN LAW SCHOOL OF SAN JOSE Is accredited by the Committee
of Bar Examiners of the State Bar of California.
or MOM NA PIMANSI

(408) 434-0727

Power turns down Lasers’ charity
had every opportunity to tie or win.
Powell also missed a jump shot with
four seconds remaining.
"I would call this a gift," Power head
When the San Jose Lasers beat the coach Lin Dunn said. "We had every
Portland Power, the game came down opportunity to win. This is pro basketto eight free throws in the final sec- ball.
onds.
"You’re paid to hit free throws and
The Lasers, who are part of the baskets. College kids miss free throws
American Basketball League, played at crunch time."
The Lasers were helped along with
in front of a crowd of 3,687 on
Saturday at the Event Center.
a long three-pointer by forward Sheri
Ahead 71-69 with 22 seconds Sam with 3:25 remaining in the game.
remaining, the Lasers sent Power
Sam scored 18 points and guard
guard Elaine Powell to the free-throw Jennifer Azzi scored 16 points in the
game.
line for two shots.
With an .834 free
As Powell went to II
throw percentage, misstake her first free
ing free throws is not
throw, the pressure
ordinarily part of the
was on her to even I would call this a
Power’s game.
up the game, which
Beck knew that comhad already had 25 gift. We had every
mitting fouls against
lead changes and 15
opportunity to win. the Power was risky.
ties.
"One of the things we
Powell made the This is pro basketdidn’t want to do was
shot, which prompted Laser head coach ball. You’re paid to foul them because they
Angela Beck to call a hit free throws and are an outstanding free
throw team," Beck said.
timeout that built up
This game was the
the tension further.
baskets.
Apparently,
the
Lin Dunn continuation of a season
back-and-forth comtactic worked as
Portland Power Head of
petition between the
Powell missed her
Coach
Lasers and the Power.
second free throw
last
they
When
and the score stood
played the Power on
at 71-70.
Nov. 21, the Lasers lost
With 17 seconds
91-83.
left, the Lasers went
to the free-throw line for two shots and
In the first game of the season, the
failed to score.
Lasers beat the Power 78-73.
The Power had a second chance at
"Both games we should have won,"
the free throw line with 11 seconds Power center Natalie Williams said.
remaining and also failed to make two "Tonight we should have put our free
shots.
throws in."
With one second remaining, Lasers
Williams was the main force behind
forward Charlotte Smith was sent to the Power with 25 points, 13 rebounds
the free throw line.
and five blocks in the game.
Smith missed her first free throw
The Power out -rebounded the
but sank the second to secure a 72-70 Lasers 48-33 and out-blocked them 8Laser victory.
2.
The Lasers are now 7-4 for the sea"I think it will continue to be comson. The Power is 4-4.
petitive, but if we work on a few things
With three missed free throws out of we’ll do a lot better," Sam said.
four in the final 22 seconds, the Power
By Marcus Ulrich
Suit Writer

Br tau Prnite Spat Non AO
Jennifer Azzi, a San Jose Lasers guard, battles for control of the ball with former teammate and Portland Power guard,Sonja Henning in Saturday night’s game at the Event
Center. Azzi had 16 points as the Lasers went on to win 72-70.

Spartans
stampeded
by Buffaloes
CHAMPAIGN, Ill. The
Spartan volleyball team’s season came to an end Friday
when it lost to the No. 17
Colorado
of
University
Buffaloes 15-12, 15-9, 15-9 in
the first round of the NCAA
Tournament.
The appearance was the
first for San Jose State
University since 1990. With
21 wins, the Spartans won
more than 20 games for the
first time since 1994, when
they won 23.
Joslynn Gallop and Melissa
Myers led the Spartan attack
with 16 kills apiece. Myers
also led the Spartans in
blocks with five.
SJSU never led in game
one, but did get as close as 108.
The Spartans were able to
grab the lead in game No. 2 at
8-6, but the Buffaloes were
able to tally off nine of the
next 10 points.
Game No. 3 had the
Spartans jumping out early
once again at 2-1. The
Buffaloes then rattled off the
six next points aid never
relinquished the lead again.
SJSU got as close as 12-9
before Colorado was able to
close it out.
"Colorado won the outside
contest to win the match,"
said Craig Choate, the
Spartans’ head coach. "Our
middle blockers did a great
job for us. The Colorado outside hitters were just bigger.
"This match typified our
season. We are a team that
plays on emotion and
patience. We were a little nervous and our passes just
weren’t as crisp."
Spartan Daily Staff Report

Arizona to play Nebraska in Holiday Bowl SPartanLcShorts
SAN DIEGO (AP) The
Holiday Bowl turned into the
consolation game for Arizona on
Sunday, when the Wildcats
accepted a bid to the Dec. 30
contest against Nebraska in
lieu of a trip to the Rose Bowl,
which seemed likely just days
before.
No. 5 Arizona lost out on
their first Rose Bowl appearance because of UCLA’s 49-45
loss to Miami on Saturday. That
took the Bruins out of the
Fiesta Bowl meeting between
the top two teams in the Bowl
Championship Series rankings
and put them into the Rose
Bowl.
The Wildcats (11-1) instead
drew the invitation to the
Holiday Bowl in San Diego as
the Pac-10’s No. 2 team.
"Obviously all our fans, players and staff are very disappointed that we didn’t get to go

Mr

to the Rose Bowl because we
felt we were very deserving,"
Arizona coach Dick Tomey said.
But we understood that we
didn’t control our own destiny.
If we want the best things to
happen to us, we have to control
our own destiny."
Although they started only
five seniors, the Wildcats closed
the regular season with the
highest ranking in school history. They suffered their only loss
to UCLA.
if (the Rose Bowl) wasn’t
going to happen. we couldn’t go
to a better place than San Diego
and play in the Holiday Bowl,"
Tomey said. -We have so many
players from California and so
many fans that want to be able
to get there and watch our team
play."
The No. 14 Cornhuskers (9-3)
of the Big 12 will be making
their 30th straight post-season

bowl appearance. However, they
will be missing out on a New
Year’s Day game for the first
time since 1980, when they
appeared in the Sun Bowl.
"It’s accurate that Arizona is
one of the top teams in the
county," Nebraska coach Frank
Solich said. "It will be a tremendous challenge for our team, but
were looking forward to it. It
will be a great game. I know
they’re tough on both sides of
the ball and special teams."
Holiday Bowl
president
Weldon Donaldson said game
officials stayed with an early
inclination to invite Nebraska
rather than switch to No. 4
Kansas State, which fell out of
Fiesta
Bowl consideration
Saturday with a 36-33 double
overtime loss to Texas A&M.
The Holiday Bowl sold
10,000 tickets, he said, in the
two weeks since word was out

that the Cornhuskers were a
likely participant.
"This is probably the bet
match-up in our (21 -year) history," Donaldson said. "That’s in
terms of the stature of the programs, fan support and national
rankings."
Before the announcement of
opponents, the Holiday Bowl
was already assured of record
attendance for this year’s game.
Bowl officials said they are less
than 4,000 tickets short of
reaching a sellout of 70,500 in
Qualcomm Stadium.
The record of 61,892 was set
in 1987 for the encounter
between
Wyoming
and
Oklahoma State with Heisman
Trophy winner Barry Sanders.
The
Cornhuskers
and
Arizona played to a 14-14 tie in
their only other meeting in
1961, in Lincoln, Neb.

DON’T LITTER SPAY AND NEUTER

Womens Basketball
The Spartans (2-7) played a
close first half, but eventually
fell 74-59 to the University of
Idaho (5-3) in the finale of the
Idaho Classic. Idaho was led by
All-American candidate Atli
Nieman’s 21 points, 13 in the
first half. She earned the tournament’s Most Valuable Player
award.
Ayana Smith had 11 points to
lead San Jose State University.
Aisha McGee was voted to the
all -tournament team for her
career-best
11 -point,
10rebound, two-block performance
on Friday. The Spartans lost
that game 59-43 to the
University of Northern Arizona.
"We played much better
today," said head coach Karen
Smith about the Spartans’ performance on Saturday. "We no
know who to get the ball to consistently and that will help us in
the long run."
SJSU had held a one-point
lead for two brief instances

early in the game.
Although the Spartans shot
.360, compared to .330 for the
season, they were unable to stop
Nieman.
"Our defense broke down
today. They controlled the
boards and had 21 offensive
rebounds," Smith said. "When
you give them so many second
chances, they are goint to score
sooner or later.."
Football
Lyle West was named Most
Valuable
Player for the
Spartans in 1998. West was
credited with 122 tackles and
five pass break ups. He was also
named to Western Athletic
Conference pacific Division
first -team for the second
straight year.
Deonce Whitaker was named
Most Outstanding Offensive
Player and Omarr Smith was
named
Most
Outstanding
Special Teams Player.
Compiled by Jeremiah Oshan
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Immortality for $35?

Multiple Subject Credential Students
Multiple Subject Credential Candidates

West Valley College Alumni and Friends

Complete your physical education
requirement for subject matter competence
in four weekends:

Join the 35th Anniversary celebration
and create a pemianent memento of your
association with West Valley. For just
$35 you can have a brick with your
message of up to 3 lines in the 35th
Anniversary Court. Or give one as a
unique, personal gift, or memorial.
For more information and an order form,
AS’
call 741-2165 or visit the 35th Anniversary web site at
www.vestvalley.edu/ww/35th. Click on "A Place in the
Heart" and be a part of West Valley forever!

EACH

HuP 177
Movement Experiences
for Children
and Section 4, 21205)
Special Scheduling:

(Section 3, 21203

Fridays 6:30 - 10:00 pm
Saturdays 9:00 am - 5:30 pm
February 26/27
January 29/30
March 19/20
February 12/13
1**Plus a five hi’ur student-selected
field ._xperience **
Lall 924-3042 for further information
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Looking for work over your Winter break?
has cashier and stocking positions
for a University Bookstore available.
Full and Part Time Shifts available.
$8.50 per hour.

Manpower

Contact Palo Alto Manpower

(650) 323-2248

MANPOWER’

Hockey strikes gold in tournament
By Gistny White
Staff Writer
The Spartan hockey team skated easily to a second straight championship in
the third annual Gold Rush Collegiate
Hockey Tournament at the San Jose Ice
Centre.
The Gold Rush Tournament pits the
top four college club teams in the Bay
Area for a trophy on display at the San
Jose Arena. Championship games are
held each year at the Ice Centre.
San Jose State University won
Friday’s game against the University of
California Berkeley Golden Bears 11-1.
SJSU also defeated Stanford University
9-4 for the championship on Saturday.
Despite the score, the Spartans
weren’t consistent in Friday’s game.
Having a first period score of 1-0 and
a second period score of 5-1, the
Spartans said they felt off their game
and were disappointed at their performance.
"We could’ve beat these guys by a lot
more," left wing Tommy Pellegrino said
while adding the Spartans played down
to the Bears’ level instead of at their
own. "It’s tough to get into a rhythm,
tough to get your groove on."
Center Randy McAlpine said he was
disappointed with his own performance
despite celebrating his birthday with a
goal on Friday.
"I seem to play a lot of penalty kills,
which is pretty tiring," McAlpine said of
his team’s short-handed ice time.
McAlpine said he didn’t contribute
too much to the board. "But I did my job
and overall we did well," he said.
Left wing Andreas Sandburg scored
twice in Friday’s game, his first goals of
the season.
"I couldn’t have done it without my

line mates," Sandburg said. "Eventually,
hard work pays off and it did tonight."
Stanford beat Palmer College West in
its game on Friday, but was not up to
the task against the Spartans on
Saturday.
The Spartans won 9-4, but were still
off the mark in the first and second periods of Saturday night’s final.
"The goals they scored were fluke
goals, all four of them," Spartan goalie
Eric Lahrs said of the Cardinal scoring
ability. "I don’t think they should’ve
been in the game with us."
Left wing Aaron Scott scored the first
two goals, which were separated by a
Stanford goal. Center Tyler Ham came
through with the last SJSU goal in the
first period putting the score at 3-1.
The Stanford Cardinal scored twice
more in the second period, but the
Spartans answered with yet another
last-minute goal from Pellegrino.
Revitalized in the third period, SJSU
came out with three rapid-fire shots
into the Cardinal net within four minutes.
With one goal each, left wing Steve
Junor, Amirkhanian and team captain
Alex Hidas brought the score to 7-3.
"We let up in the second period but
the coach sat us down," said right wing
Valeh Amirkhanian, who added his first
goal of the semester meant a lot to him.
"I was out (of the game) this time last
year so it’s a big thing for me to win."
The Stanford Cardinal struck gold at
the net one last time after taking a
timeout in the middle of the third period. The Spartans didn’t let it happen
again.
Defenseman Joel Jenkins scored the
eighth goal unassisted and Hidas came
through at the 11th hour with the final
goal at 19:43.
Ranked No. 2 in the American

Chad Pilster/ Spartan Daily
Aaron Scott (11), a left wing for the San Jose State University
club hockey team, breaks away from Paul Heneman (6), of
Stanford University Saturday night at the San Jose Ice Centre.
Collegiate Hockey Association, a national college club league, the Spartans
have set their sights on the nationals in
March.
To prepare, SJSU will be working on
the fundamentals next semester like
cutting down on penalties and teamwork, according to left wing Scott

Mittleman.
"If a team like Stanford can score two
goals on the power play, then for nationals we really have to work on cutting
down on the penalties," Mittleman said,
emphasizing the caliber of other teams
at the nationals. "I’m proud of our team,
but I still think we have a long way to

Short-handed Spartans tough out tie
This was Parret’s first game
ever.
"I’m disappointed, but at
least I got to play," Parrett said.
Despite a handicap of a
Parrett said although her
short number of players, San injury may force her to stay off
Jose State University women’s her ankle for a month, it would
rugby team was able to hold off be during the winter break and
the East Bay Bulldogs Saturday she would be ready for the
during an exhibition game at the team’s next game on Jan. 30 at
Silicon Valley Rugby Classic.
California Stat University
The Spartans tied 0-0.
Chico.
"San Jose State has the
Laucher said since students
(most aggressive) women I’ve jobs and other committments
ever seen," said coach Karl make it difficult for the team to
Laucher, who has been playing reach its potential. However, he
the game of rugby for 30 years. said the players on the team
"They have the spirit for the have "an intensity and passion"
game and a real fighting heart." that has helped them win severThe Spartans’ record is now al of their games this year.
10-4-1. The wins include one
Laucher hopes that rugby
against Stanford University. "will be the next varsity sport for
Stanford is one of the only uni- collegiate women.
versities that has an endowment
-This sport is potentially a
fund for its rugby team. big spectator sport that would
According to Laucher, this draw big crowds into the
enables the players to concen- Spartan Stadium," Laucher
trate during practices and not so said. "Rugby is the world’s greatmuch on jobs and fund-raising est sport, but has the world’s
for team expenses, including worst marketing."
There are 11 women’s rugby
uniforms and travel expenses.
The team played three play- teams in Northern California.
ers short at Saturday’s game, According to Laucher, the numincluding an injury that ocurred ber of teams is rising.
Students interested in playwithin the first few minutes.
Freshman flanker Tern Parrett ing for the team can call Vazquez
injured her ankle when a at 924-8799.
Bulldog player rolled over it.

Scott scored the first two goals in the first period and assisted
for a goal in the third period. SJSU won 9-4.

By joAnn Peach

Milers make it interesting; win
31-28 in close overtime victory
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP)
It didn’t take long for the San
Francisco 49ers to start showing signs that they miss theif
defensive leader.
Six days after the 49ers lost
tackle Bryant Young for the
season with a broken leg, San
Francisco blew a 21 -point lead
in the final 16 minutes of regudefeating
before
lation
Carolina 31-28 in overtime
Sunday.
A Carolina fumble set up
Wade Richey’s 23 -yard field
goal on San Francisco’s first
possession of the extra period,
securing a victory that assures
the 49ers of at least a wild -card
berth in the playoffs.
The 49ers (10-3) finished
with 236 yards rushing, the
most allowed by Carolina in its
nearly four-year history.
Steve Young threw for 213
yards and two touchdowns and
Garrison Hearst rushed for 139
yards and a score as the 49ers
extended their NFL record of

Staff Writer

Victoria Ruelas of the SJSU Women’s rugby club gets tackled by an
East Bay Bulldog player Saturday dunng an exhibition game.
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Dynamic growth opportunities
Free movies and other privileges
Exciting work atmosphere
Flexble work hours
(Perfect for students)

consecutive 10-victory seasons
to 16. The 49ers’ Terry Kirby
added 68 yards rushing and a
halfback option pass for another score.
While the 49ers are headed
to the postseason for the seventh consecutive year, Carolina
(2-11) has already locked up
the worst record in its fouryear history.
The Panthers have been
plagued all year with injuries
and poor execution, and
Sunday’s loss featured more of
the same.
The Panthers’ biggest blunder came on their third play
from scrimmage in overtime,
when Steve Beuerlein couldn’t
handle the snap from Frank
Garcia and San Francisco’s
Chris Doleman pounced on the
ball at the Carolina 30.
The 49ers ran five plays,
including a 17 -yard bootleg by
Young, to set up Richey’s winning kick with 10:44 left.

Student
Internet Access

Cluithomthis:Sparmnpaily

Now Hiring!
ztrno
111

go."
Overall, the Spartans consider this
semester a good one.
"We gave the good teams a better
fight than we did last year," Lahrs said.
"We pulled together as a team a little bit
better and I think that made the difference."

What we reauire:
Friendly / outgoing personality
Enthusiasm for hard work
Professional appearance
Available on evenings.
weekends .1 holidays

Easy access to student
www.autobahn.org
resources
All 56.6 kbps modems
15 MB hard disk space
FREE

shell & email accounts

Includes a SLIP/PPP account
FREE access to telnet, FTP
newsgroups,& chatrooms

The following positions we available:
Usher, Concessionist, Box Office Cashier, Film Handler,
Maintenance, Cash Handler, Housekeeping
Pick up an application today!
Job Hotline: (408) 919-0282

FREE software’

C11"flOMercado 20

WWW.AUTOBAHN.ORG

3111 Mission College Boulevard
Santa Clara, CA 95054

510.859.9888

_

ElimmiiiimmimmillECImemomm====
Activists take to streets in boy’s defense
By Sandra Avila
and Adam Paylecke
Staff Wnters

The frigid night wasn’t
enough to keep six activists from
holding a candlelight vigil for a
15-year-old homeless boy who
was arrested by San Jose police
approximately two weeks ago.
The youth, whose street name
is Little Joe, lives with his mother in a van, and was arrested for
allegedly being involved with the
beating and robbing of another
person.
On Thursday night, with temperatures in the low 50s, six protesters from the group Food Not
Bombs held signs and candles on
the corner of Hedding and First
streets, in support of their friend
Little Joe.
Food Not Bombs is a non-violent activist group comprised of
both working class and homeless
citizens. The group works to
achieve its goal of human equality, according to member Lennox
Sweeney.
"We’re here to show unity for
the street people," said Charlie
Bartlett, a history major at San
Jose State University and a
member of Food Not Bombs.
Bartlett, who helped organize
the vigil, said Little Joe was
hanging out with two older
street kids when the other
youths allegedly beat and robbed
an individual.
"(Joe) was not an instigator or
a direct participant in the
crime," Bartlett said. "He does
not have a criminal record."
This information could not be
confirmed by police because
Little Joe is a minor.
"Because this is a juvenile
case we can’t give out any information due to the confidentiality
rules," said Carl Tademaru, a
San Jose probation officer.
Tademaru referred all questions to courthouse spokesperson Mike Wylie.
Wylie said he also could not

Brian Prince/ Spartan Daily

A young man who calls himself 007 holds a sign up during a vigil held Thursday night at First and
Hedding streets in San Jose for his friend Little Joe. Little Joe, a homeless teenager, was arrested for
allegedly beating and robbing another person. The vigil, organized by San Jose State University history
major Charlie Bartlett, was held to protest the arrest of Little Joe and the three-strikes law.
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(Joe) was not an instigator or a direct
participant in the c ime. He does not
have a criminal record.
Charlie
Bartlett
I ood Not Bombs member

comment on the situation
because the individual in question was a minor.
Lou Holscher, a professor in
the administration of justice
department at SJSU, said being
present at the scene of a crime is
not enough to make one an

accessory or accomplice.
"You’ve got to show that this
person’s actions were done with
the intent that the crime be committed," Holscher said.
For example, Holscher said
that intent would include anything that implied cooperating

qssonew Students. Inc ot Si Joss Still frittatItll
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with the two older kids.
During the evening vigil, Food
Not Bombs members provided
potato salad, muffins and soft
drinks to participants.
The group currently serves
meals every Saturday and
Wednesday afternoon in St.
James Park.
Sweeney said the food they
serve is donated by local grocery
stores when it becomes too old tc,
sell, but before the food goes bad.
"At the corporate level none of
( the stores) would have anything
to do with us, but on a local level
some of the managers are helpful," Sweeney said.
An alternative food source for
the homeless is the food in
Dumpsters,
according
to
Bartlett.
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The Associated Students realizes that the SISU-City ot san lose joint
Library will greatly impact the students of San lose state Uruversitv
.)nd

Whereas

The Clark and Wahlquist Libraries are nearing their capacities. and

Whereas:

Through the passage of Proposition IA and donations. the Uruversity
a ill have the funds to finance the bait Library therefore allowing
the expansion ot the Uruversitv s Library collections and services. as
Lvell as study and research areas tor students: and

Whereas:

For the above mentioned reason the students or San Jose State
Cruversity will not be charged a fee or tee increase to rund this
library protect: and

Whereas:

The Associated Students reels that the University has adequately
researched and resolved the issues co departmental displacement
;includuut SerVices, programs. and the Division or Library la
Information Scent’s, which are housed in the Wahlquot Buildings)
and parking in regards to the Joint Library Protect; therefore be it

all Lake Tahoe resorts to
open for the season. Some
resorts have swung into full
gear, while others offer only
limited operations.
California and Nevada ski
resorts reported a record 7.3
million guests last winter,
better than the 7.1 million of
1988-89.
Resort operators are cautiously optimistic about posting another record season.
"The storms bode well for
a very long and very good ski
season," Wagnon said. "But
anything can happen as the
season unfolds. Sometimes
we’ll start out strong and
then it won’t snow for a
while."
Woods said her resort
anticipates another long season.
"Last year our closing date
was June 28. If it keeps going
the way it’s been, we’ll match
or surpass that date," she
said.
The latest storm left up to
1 1/2 feet of new snow at the
Alpine
Meadows
and
Kirkwood resorts, and 8
inches at Truckee, Calif., and
Tahoe City, Calif.
In Nevada, the Mount
Rose ski area led the way
with 8-12 inches, followed by
Austin with 5 inches and
Carson City with 2 inches.
Reno, Fallon, Elko and Ely
each reported 1 inch of snowfall.
Chains or snow tires were
required on most highways
in the Reno-Tahoe area during the height of the storm
Saturday night and early
Sunday, but controls were
lifted by Sunday afternoon.
Interstate 80’s eastbound
lanes were temporarily shut
down
Saturday
night
because of several accidents
on the icy roadway.

FOR ONLY

The ,-osociated Students reauzes that we represent the 27 000
,tudents at an lose state Uruversity ISISU), and

Whereas:

Lake
RENO, Nev. (AP)
Tahoe ski resorts were bracing for heavy Christmas holiday crowds after a series of
storms dumped up to 5 feet
of snow over the past week.
Resort operators said a
weekend storm left up to 1
1/2 feet of new snow and
helped
position
Sierra
Nevada resorts for the best
Christmas skiing in the
country.
Colorado, Utah and New
England ski resorts have
received less snow because of
a higher-than -normal jetstream that has produced
warm, spring-like conditions.
"Given the fact conditions
at Lake Tahoe are superior to
any other winter destination
in North America, we think
that will drive even more
business this year. It doesn’t
get much better than this,"
said Heavenly spokesman
John Wagnon.
Alpine Meadows spokeswoman Rachael Woods said
her resort already has
received 100 inches of snow,
an amount usually not
attained until mid- or late
January.
"We’ve got a lot of help
from Mother Nature," she
said. "I think Christmas is
going to be huge. I know
news of the snowstorms has
been getting around quite a
bit and I think people will
plan their vacation around
that."
A group of six major Lake
Tahoe ski resorts, including
Alpine
Meadows
and
Heavenly, has launched an
advertising campaign to get
the word out about base
depths of 3 to 8 feet.
By comparison, Colorado
and Utah base depths range
from 2 to 4 feet.
The storms have allowed

TRANSFERABLE UNITS
CLOSE TO HOME

itssociated Students Board of Directors Resolution 98(99-03
on the loin. Library Pit:nett
Whereas:

Tahoe area hopes latest storms
add up to lucrative ski season

PER UNIT!

EARN 3 UNITS IN 3 WEEKS
1NTERSESSION BEGINS JANUARY 4 & ENDS JANUARY 20
You CAN REGISTER FOR THE FOLLOWING
GENERAL EDUCATION COURSES IN THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS
DURING OUR WINTER 1NTERSESSION:

Associated Students of San Jose State University urges the
Acaclenuc Senate to pass policies surrounding arculation. so Any
circulation problems which arise with the Joint Library trent to
-Operating Agreement.- secuon 5.23) will be resolvedtrt such a
timely manner so as the STSU, students education is not hindered, be
it turthir
That the

Resolved:

Business Information Systems
Computer Information Systems
Child and Family Studies
Adminiitration of Justice
Communication Studies
Physical Education
Political Science
Sign Language
Philosophy
Psychology
Economics
Sociology
Speech
History
Drama

That the Assoaand Students of Sari lose State University also urges
the Academic Senate to oppose the clause 011 City brirbal library

Resolved:

access ("Operating Agreement ’ Section 5.5), which gives the city the
ngtukto transfer University materials to city branch libraries; be it

further
That the Associated Stude is of San lose State Uruversav also urges
the Academic Senate to recognize and address the 03r1Callls ot the
students price to the approval of arty Joint Library Protect; be it
further

Resolved:

That this resolution will be distributed to the Students, the Academic
Senate, the Adaunistretson. and Faculty, as well as to the Spartan
Daily for publication; be it further

Resolved:

That the Associated Students of Son-lost State University support the
Joint Library Protect.

Resolved:

Leo Dania, A.S.
Submitted by-. Rai-mon Barnes, A.S. Director of Comatunicaoorts,
Director at California State Affairs. Heather Cook. AS. President

SAN 10SE
CITY COLLEGE
288-3700

Passed and adopted by the Board of Directots of the Associated Students of San
Jose State University. on Wednesday. November 11. 199e by a vote or Ayes 8 Noes
0 Abstain 1.
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EVERGREEN
VALLEY COLLEGE

270-6441
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THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN WHERE YOU ARE
AND WHERE YOU WANT TO BE.
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PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DALY
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*AFFORDABLE& IXPOINSICED
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
Papers, Nursing. Group Praects.
REISJISS. AI Formsts, SP00111116n$
in APA. Spellim/ Grammar/
Punctuation/ Editing, 27+ us Ep.
PAM’S
PRCFESSOWL WORD PROCESSM
247-2681, 8arnElpm.

291EMOMMAMR
SHARE 3/2 APT located S’vale
20 min from campus. No drugs/
party. Quiet, safe, clean, W/D.
$500/mo + el & dep. Call Mike
or Ralynn 0 408-530-0787.
SHARE 2 BORIA WXURY APT,
adjacent to SJSU. $600/month
utilities Inducted. 408-295-4810.
5000+ SQ. FL CUSTOM HOME
to share in SJ, located on a
2 1/2 acre lot with panoramic
view, 10 miles from campus.
$600/110+utli.408-296-8000x11
for more information.

RENIALIMMINSI

ANNA’S WORD PROCESSING
Term papers, thesis, resumes, 2 BORK APPRIIIIENT- $975/1410.
group projects,etc. Typewriter Security type building
for your applications for med/law Secure Parking
SCh001, etc. Tape transcription.
Close To Campus
Fax Machine. Notary Public. Modem Building
Call Anna at 972-4992.
Laundry Room
Village Apartments
PROFESSIONAL Ward Processing 576 South Fifth Street
Theses, Term Papers, Resumes, (408) 295-6893.
Grow Projects, etc. NI formats,
spedalizing In APA. Tape
SPACIOUS 16 2 BDRM APTS.
transaiption. Fax machine.
Live in luxury and walk to school!
Experienced, dependable, quick We offer a pool, spa, sauna, full
retum.Almacien/Branharn area. gym, on -site management, all
Call Linda (408) 2644504.
appliances included, central A/C.
Stop by today for a tour.
Open Monday thru Saturday.
THE COLONNADE
201 So. 4th St. (408)279-3639.
SUNGUAL TUTORIAL CORER
Math: Algebra - Geometry
Statistics - Trig Calculus
COMPUTERS ETC
Physics: Mechanics - Electric
SAT - GED- CBEST ESL - TOEFL
Computer V-Basic, V-C++
COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
Spanish: All levels
We buy, sell & trade computers.
Call: Michael 408-298-7576
486, Pentium, Mac, &
Email: tutor907630aolcom
Notebooks. Refurb’d equipment
Is warrantied.
ENGLISH EDITING TUTORING
Prompt Repair & Upgrades
Expenenced with the needs of
5% Student/Fac Discount w/ID
Foreign Students.
5263 Prospect Rd. Si, between
Credentialed Teacher & MA
Army 85 & 290 near Lawrence Espy.
Go To: www.MyEditor.com
409-573-3070
le:I/Or Cal Jessica 408/978-8034
SJSU Alumni & Member of SOUL:
Save Our University Library.
HEALTH & BEAUTY

EMUS

lereggES
WRITING HELP: (510) 601-9554.
Highest quality writing, editing,
ghostwriting. Essays, application
statements, reports, etc.
Please call Dave Bolick.MA. at
(510) 601-95154 or
email bolIcklibisst.corn
VISA/MasterCard accarited.
FREE writing tips now available at
www.acadandcwiltIng.com
POST YOUR RESUIAE an de WEB
For $35- post on 15 Web sites.
Send resume + payment to:
PM Graphics, 225 Corning Ave.
Milpitas, CA 95035.
Send salary req. + F/T or P/T.
Save money and time!
Recruiters call you directty!
We accept credit cards.
PROOFREADING/EDITING
Term Papers Theses
Have your papers inspected for
organization and grammar by
Alicia. SCU Graduate BA in Ergish - Jur% Doctorate
(408) 229-9305.
STUDENT DISTAL PLAN I
Only $5700 per war.
See 30% - 60%
on your dental needs.
For info ad 1.800-655-3225.
EIREAKE
AUTO INSURIVISIE
Campus Ineuranoe SerAce
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 pee
’Greet Rates for Good Drtsers"
’Good Rases for NonGood &hers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
’Good Students’ Educators*
’Enginsers"ScientIsts"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBUGATTON
Saturdays 9-2.
open
Also

AUWAMMONM
WALES Dwaine Peal Ilearllawk
Your #1 insurance specialist.
Specializing in minor & mid-Size
damp. Vlsit Olt Web site
www.wediedynwnic.com
Address: 440 N. let St. 0120
Phone: (408) 287.8337
email: p.werie2IPamaiLd5uadu

Certain advartlawesents in
tames wham way War the
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additional Information.
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?
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ea 0000000 for dl
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LOSE WEIGHT NOW1100 people
wanted. Mel pay )ou to lose 10 -29
lbs in 30 days. 408-225-7250.
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us
permanently remove your
unwanted hair. Back - Chest - Lip
Bikini Chin - Tummy etc.
Students & faculty receive 15%
discount. First amt. 1/2 prloe if
made before 12/31/98.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
eo. E Campbell An. *17, Ortl.
(4011) 379-3500.
CARPAL TUNNEL SYNDROME
Hand numbness, Tingling
sensation. Loss of fine touch.
Accidentally dropping things?
It may be less serious.
It is not necessarily CTS.
Call for free consultation.
Dr. Lee Oliva Chiropractor.
408-247-2222.
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
UYour own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7466
egaRtgallE
PROFESSIONAL GUITARiST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. NI
levels welcome: Beginning.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock,
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
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CLASSIFIED
PT/TIPAIPROAICT COORDINATOR
Jan 6 - April 30. 10-15 hrs/week.
Quick learner, responsible, comp
UNOY HOP ZYDECO DANCES, skills a must. Flexible. Call
some Fridays. at First Christian. 408-287-4170 ext 251.
80S Rfth St. Call 408.356-1375.
SPORTS AGSM
Health/Fitness Co. looking for
highly motivated, success
team players to help w/nrsti &
STEAMBOAT Coloreds kin. 10-15 intemat’l expansion. Serious only.
Will train. 408.261-2054.
$549. with the SJSU Ski &
Snowboard Club. Includes
flight out of Si. full condos 5
THE OLD SPANETTI FACTORY
night stay, 4 of 5 day lift Now hiring for part time positions.
pass, 2 hot tubs, parties & great
We offer
snow. Students & non-students. flexible schedules, crty or evening,
Call Mark at 408-292-0955.
a great environment with
excellent benefits.
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!!
We had worm trainingprogrard
We are looking for neat, bright. &
CAN WE PRAY EFFECT1VILY?
craw& recce In ths biasing yew
This subject Is discussed in a
Food Server (21 or older please),
chapter on ’Prayer in
Hostess, BUSSer, & Kitchen Help.
Apply in person
’SCIENCE & HEALTII with
2pm to 4pm, Mon. thru Fn.
KEY to the SCRIPTURES’
51 N. San Pedro, San Jose.
by Mary Baker Eddy. The
last chapter tells of people
healed just by reading this
SALES CUIRK F/T & P/T positions.
book -of spinal troubd,
Hestia hours.
deafness, stomach trouble,
CAKE DECORATOR F/T & P/T
cataracts, smoking, asthma.
positions. Experienced in freehand
decoradm & wedding cakes.
headaches. etc. Available at
bookstores, libraries, &
ASSISTANT BAKER - We will train
Christian Science Reading Rooms you in at aspects of scratch baking,
Call 408/TOP TALK.
preparation of mixes. fillings &
toppings. P/T to F/T hours as
business permits.
DELIVERY DRIVER
P/T early am shift 5:30-7:30. No
acerience needed. Must hae dean
BE REXIBLE
HAWAII $199 o/w
driving record. Appk. Sunrise Bairn
CARRIB/MEXICO r/t (plus taxes) 6668 Blossom Hill Rd. San Jose,
or FAX resume to: 408-226-9605.
EUROPE $448 r/t (plus taxes)
OPEN ONE YEAR PETURN
TEACH MANIC SCHOOL PART TOE
CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE!!!
%arends & wrings. No aperlence
CALL: 415-834-9192
necessary. Follow OW lesson plan.
http://vnwr.airhitch.org
Mat ha.e gocd cannsricabcn sids,
TWO WEEKS IN MAZATLAN Mex rescuable & reliable. 4089717557
Deem Trak anixl
Dec 22 - Jan 8. 1.200 sq/ft
__W. San Cale St. San Jose.
condo, 1. bdrm sleeps 6. on
beach, only $1100 per/week. 4 a
life of luxury. Call 408-924-3074. GROOMS ASST/KENNEL
needed for small, exclusive shop
and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat. Must
be reliable, honest, able to do
physical work. Exp. working
3.95$ PONTIAC 8000 STE Sine w/dogs preferred, but will train.
94k mi. Runs great. $2500/obo. Great poly for dog lover! $6.50 hr.
Call 281-2591
Can FAX resigns to 408/3770109
or Call 371.9115.
EIMMI

QMMXMDIAM4
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TRAVEL

ALEIMMISALE

01NEERMI
PAY YOUR TUITION giving away
FREE Motorola Pagers, $89 value.
Call 1-888.240.0310. ghe sponsor
I 0098544. For WEB SURFERS:
http://wwarte13.com/0098544/
or call me at 1-831-3732010.

EMPLOYMENT

BEER MONEY
Earn Extra $
Happy Hour All Day
No Computer Skills
Looking for 5 individuals to help
run my company. 408-260-8120.
AFTERNOON TEACHER
OREENHILLS PRESCHOOL
571 N. 3rd St.
Minimum 12 Early Childhood
Ed. units required.
3- 5 days /week
Call: 286-1533
Fax: 295.6197

TEACHERS WANTED ASAP!
For law office on-site Child Care
Center. No experience necessary,
just a love of kids. P/T or F/T.
SERVERS &BARTENEERS Wanted
Cell 408/364-0345.
All shifts available. Great tips!
MONTESSORI
Contact Art Sison 4033776456.
REPUTABLE
looking for
WSTRUCTORFarDwielopenentally
INFANT TEACHER ASSISTANT
Disabled AdAts %erg Wiapendenhy
(12:00 - 6:30) M.F and
in France or Resented Or tecsiad
TEACHER ASSISTANT
2 Kerns PT to FT. 810y1w + banes
(7:30-3:30) M -F.
Contact Lisa at 408-723-5140. when FT. User-friendly non-profit
agency. 510-832.7126.
PT/TWAP PROJECT ADAIR ASST.
$10/hr, 10 hrs/week. Start Jan. ACTON DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
10. Computer skills a must. PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler, and
Responsible & Reliable. Call Preadoci Teacters and Aides. F/T &
P/T positions sealable. Substitute
408-287-4170 ext. 251.
positions are also available that
WORKERS
offer flexible hours. ECE units we
CARE
AFTER SCHOOL
needed. Row hours. 17/hr. Please required for teacher positions but
not required for Aide positions.
call Paul or Dan 0287.3939.
Excellent opportunity for Child
AOCIOUNITIO MAJORS with %Erg Development majors. Please call
Cathy for an interiew at 244-1968
Carputer ads. Pedalo Tontor
Loomis & Rarest alma Swims or fax resume to 248-7350.
CPA fen, has sweet fulftime
SAN JOSE REP THEATRE is
Intern positions salable kr Wray
hiring for its 1999 Subscription
Creek 12/14-1/23 810/11r.
Campaign! P/T eve hours. Close
EITIBI: kbakeniPpUr.ixrn or cal
to
SJSU. Call Matt 0 367.7232.
4065584190 for iodation

DAILY CLASSIFIED -
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.10B OPPORTUNITIES!!!
BULLDOG GOLF CO. is hiring
sales representatives for our BALANCE ’Your Staffing solution"
2355 De La Cruz Bvd.
office located adjacent to SJSU.
No experience needed. We will
Santa Clara, CA 95050
train. Minimum of $10 per hour
TEL: 408-980-9000
FAX: 408-980-9950
to $20 per hour. + bonuses +
Incentives. Fun environment.
vnwitalancestaH.com
Positions Arailable:Warehouse,
408-295-4810.
Clerical, Administrative Assistant,
Manufacturing, Customer Service.
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
lisking ix DAYCARE STAFF person.
PAID AWIAGOAENT INTERNSHIP
Part-time (2:306:30). Working
College Works Painting, a subwith elementary aged children.
Contact Lisa at 10457234110. sidiary of National Services Group
is now hiring for Spring/Summer
SEDAN MSTML/TECH Appantice 1999. Duties include interviewing,
for long term employment in low hiring, development of customer
Voltage sys. trade. Start salary relations, control of marketing and
89-811. Med/Dental & Retmt. sales & production management.
Contact Gene 408-993-0560.
Call 888/450-9675.
vhwr.collegewortis.com
TELEFUNDRAISING
Are you articulate? Engaging? DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
We are looking for students
Earn 814-$20/hr helping
Musical Theatre thrive in Sardose. to teach driving full/part time.
Will train. Must be 21.
Call Thom 408-453-7138.
89.0010 start. Call 363-4182.
TELESALES/OOLF - Sports mind- RECEPTIONIST
ed, aggressive. Hourly + bonus + We are looking for a part time
incenthes. SJSU lopation. Contact receptionist, momings/weekends.
Call 3634182.
James 2954810.
SAVE MART SUPERMARKETS
JOIN OUR TEAM!!
We are remodeling our stores in
San Jose and Milpitas!
Ard Carrie a New Sloe intaxerrter
at 3457 McKee Rd. San Jose?
Positions Avallablic
*Grocery Clerks *Produce Clerks
*Bakery/Del Clerks .Service Clerks
<VA Clerk .Meal/Seafood Clerks
All positions offer competitive pay
and a full benefits package!
Please see store manager for an
application at the *:lowing locations:
1. So. White Id. San Jose
3475 Alcite Ftl. San Jcee
1070 Story Rd. San Jose
1641 N. Capitol Ave San Jose
215W. Calaveras B. Afflpitas
To promote a drug-free work
environment, we do pre-employment
thug testing Save Mart Supermairt
is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
MARKETS ASSOCIATES SEEDED
Unlimited income potential.
Complete training.
R.F.Barerg, Irdderdent Associate
148)858-7841 or (408)304-1311
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
K-8 school seeks responsible
individuals for extended daycare.
P/T te afternoon. No ECE units
required. Previous experience with
children preferred. Please call
2441968 x 16
MANAGER TRAME-leiemanwang
firm needs energetic person to
train and motivate sales repo.
20-36 hrs. wk. Salary + bonus.
Downtown San Jcee. 406/4940200.

FAX: 408-924-3282
DIMICTORS TEACHERS AIDES
’Minn% about aces., %%twang *eh
children? The YMCA of Santa Oars
Wiwi is now hir’ng for peschool and
solvates chid care centers in San
Jose, Cupertino, Santa Clara. Los
Campbell,
Gaos,
Saratoga,
bagman and halpeas. RI and parttime positions available - hours
flexible around school. Fun staff
leans, great experience In waking
with children, career advanoement.,
and good training opportunities.
Teachers require minimum 6 units in
ECE. edicetion, recreation Celcholc0.
sociology, physical education and/
or other related fields. Please call
Beth Proflo at 408-291-8894 for
more information and localicns.

USE A PHONE LATELY?
Licensed public utility, NY stock
exchange telecommjnications
company is looking for you.
Earn unlimited residual income.
International expansion coming
soon. Set your own hours.
800-371436
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
School year & summer, Bern.
school -age rec. program. P/T
from 2.6pm, M -F during the
school year. Some P/T morning
positions available from approx.
7am-llan F/T during summer day
camp prog. Xlnt salary, no ECE
units req. Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec
DeptCall Janet a 3648700 A223.
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
& LOVE CHILDREN??
TOP PAY1
Immediate temp/perm
substitute positions as
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
at After School Programs,
Day Care Centers, Etc.
(408) 866-8550

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown Sanlose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.

TEACHERS
SCIENCE ADVENTURES
Seeking Dedicated Instructor for
exciting ’hands on science
3)11Lafterschool,
n rs per week.
Experience preferred.
To apply call
1-800-472-4362 ext. 245/297.
COME SW ISIRDWRNT - Workers earn up to $2,000+/month
(w/tips & benefits). World Travel!
Land -Tour jobs up to $5,000$7,000/summer. Ask us how!
517.336-4235 Ext. C60411

TUTOR WANTED for 10 old girl.
Needs extra help in math, some
language arts: my home. M.Th.
3:30.5:30. Call Paula 926-3944.
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Flexible hrs. 9arn-9pm. Downtown
near lightrail - 4 blocks from SJSU.
Hourly $S plus bonus. Media
Promotions 4940200.

ATTRITION!! Ready to lose
those unwanted pounds?
Get paid to lose weight.
Sale, natural, Dr. approved.
Kann (40111) 5534924
email: Icoseiricheserhotmail.com

TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
P/T- Elementary Schools.
Degree orOadentral NOT Rewired
Opportunity for Teaches Expeience.
Need Car.
Vote AM. (408)287-4170.1.408
EOE/AAE

FOR NATIONAL/AGENCY RATES CALL

408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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$10
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6 Ines
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For,
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Mar Ihe Nth day, rile increases by $1 per
IZeldion%* 25 spaces) oath bold for no @Wadi:ergs
words available In bad kr $3 each.

Five Acklme
Days
$13 bn & Stel.
$14
Ptan
$15
$16
Send check ix money order tr.
Classifieds
Spartan
D_riytisU
n
Jose R
aS
SanJose, CA 95117-01119

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 Ines: $70
15-19 lies: $110

Please check .1
one classification:
cois

Dignified desk is boned in Dwight Bernal Ned, Room 209.
Deedline: 10:00 a.m. two weekdays before publication.
Al ads are prepaid. Elio refunds on canceled ads.
III Flies for oonssculive publications dales any.
QUESTIONS? CALL (105)9214277

_Campus Clubs*
Greek Missagss*
_Events
_Arno:moments*
Lod and Fouhr
._VokinIsers*
_For Sae’
_AUbs For Sas’
_Computes Bo’
_Wenn?
_Employment
_Opporksilies

_Rental Housing
_Shied Housing’
_Red Estes
_Savices
_HeelivElseuty
_Scorls/ThrilF
Insurance
_Entsrleinmenr
_Toni
_Tutoring’
_Word Prassing
_Scholitdps

Special student rates available for these classifications. WOO for .3 ins ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
In DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.

"Lost &

Found ads are offered free, 3

lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus

WEIMINCID TUTORS NEEDED
All subjects: Sixth through twelfth
grades. Mon. throtgh Fri. 3 to 8pm.
$1.000 per mo. (408)2556247.
VALETINUIKERS - Valets needed
for P/T eves & weekends. Fun,
flexible job during school. Park
cars for weddings, parties and
special events in the Los Gatos
area. Must be outgoing, friendly,
and neat in appearance. No
previous experience nec. Must be
able to drive a 5 sp and have a
valid COL and your own transp.
Earn up to $12.00/hr with Tips.
Call Michael 0 Golden Goes Valet
(SOO) 821$3871.

TEACHER OPPORTUNMES, high
WAVIER 11RAFEE-Teleanglielng quality, licensed childcare centers
firm needs energetic person to for 2-12 year olds. Recreation
train and motivate sales reps. enrichment curriculum.
20-36 hrs. wk. Salary + bonus. Flexible PT/FT positions
Downtown San Jcee. 408/4940200. Days, Eves, Weekends
Tearn Environment
Min 6 ECE required
MAKE MONEY NOW
Earn while you learn in Telecommunications and
In house training
Internet. Set your own hours.
Benefits available
(408)793.5151.
Growing throughout the Bay Area
TEACHERS, FT/PT, excellent KidsPark 260-7929. Fax 260-7366
salary & benefits, med/dental
vacation/sick pay, prof. dev. $,
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Is hiring Teachers. Aides & Subs
ratio 1:9, beautiful park-like
for their School Age Child Care
playground, strong team
Centers In San Jose. ECE, CD,
environment! Min. 12 ECE units.
Psych, Soc. or Rec units req.
Enjoy your work with children!
We Offer Competitive Pay,
Charmer Preschool 378-7805,
Excellent Training, and a
Fax resume to 378-4121.
Great Work Environment.
If you are interested call
VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS
(408) 283-9200 ext. 21.
Ambitious and energetic people
needed. FT/PT. Earn 88-815 per
hour (average). Flexible, will work
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $600/month?
around you school schedule.
Looking for cart drivers for weekBecome a Sperm Donor.
ends only. Lots of fun and Healthy males, 19-40 years old
earn good money. Call: (408) Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
867-7275 Receptionist will Contact California Cryobank
connect you to our voicemail.
650-324-1900, M-F, 8.4:30
Leave name and number where
you can be contacted.
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 21-32, Healthy,
WORK FROM HOME
Responsible, All Nationalities.
Give the Gift of life!!!
International Business Expanding
8500 - $2,500/mo. Spare Time. 83,300 stipend & expenses paid.
We especially need
83.000- $6,000 mo, Full Time.
We will train you.
Japanese and Chinese Donors.
http://vnwe.cas1i911.com/vsp
PLEASE CALL US AT VAVFC
(BOO) 314-9996
or Call: (408)882-5007.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Special Ed / Regular Class.
$8.52- $11.70/hr. Saratoga School
District. Cal 1011/1187-3424x200
for application & information.

ACUFACTS SECURITY
NC) ID(PERIENCE NECESSARY
Great Job for Students.
F/T or P/T All Shifts Available
Permanent Shifts & Schedules
Top Pay w/ Many Benefits!
Call or apply in person,
(408)286-5880
555 D Meridian Ave. SJ.
between San Cake &Palomar.
bete the Cad ardPaty ace.

SECURITY
Abcom Private Security
We will train you.
Student Friendly.
FT. PT. Wlidys &
All shifts. Flexible Schedule.
406247-4827

I
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1 Chuck -wagon
fare
5 Deejay’s platters
10 Notch made by
a saw
14 Old Norse
inscnption
15 - Sam
16 Egg shaped
17 Surrounded by
18 Bramble
19 Nevada city
20 Memo
21 Missiles
that are
returned to
senders,
23 Launder with
solvents
25 Pot starters
26 Pirate Captain
27 Vim
29 Show backer
32 ’Cool,"
33 Function
36 Main role
37 Pale -faced
39 Writer Dinesen
40 Psyche parts
41 Post
42 Proverb
43 Jug handle
44 Party
46 Attempts
50 Meteorological
conditions
54 Scattered over a
large area
57 Traditional
knowledge
58 Jennings or
Zatop
59 Filthy - illicit
gain
60 Persia. today
61 Rind
62 Willow
63 Be impudent
64 Factual
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DOWN
1 Type of piano
2 Unfounded
report
3 Concord
4 Adorned
5 Added to a
sound track
6 Encroachment
7 Heir
8 Chowder type
9 Parched
10 Muslim
scriptures
11 Happening
12 Gamut
13 Dentist’s order
22 Enthralled
24 -- Abner
27 Last letter
28 Writer Fleming
29 Actress
MacGraw
30 Actor Bea

31 Fuel
32 Edmonton
Oilers’ org
33 -Born in the -"
34 Droop
35 - out scrape
by with
37 Motorist’s org
38 Knight’s trite
39 Visionary
41 Clutter
42 Bank abbr
44 Erupted
suddenly, like
tempers
45 Sea ducks
46 Used a broom
47 Cook’s aid
48 French
farewell
49 - of the ball
50 Mr DeMille
51 Temple sight
52 Wipe clean
53 Feel
55 Farm tool
56 Ploy
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Space station construction underway San Jose Shark hunting
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) Endeavour’s astronauts
connected the first two building
blocks of the international space
station on Sunday, creating a
seven-story tower in the shuttle
cargo bay.
It was the first time that the
Russian -built Zarya control
module and the made-in America Unity chamber had
ever touched. It looked to be a
perfect and, hopefully, long-lasting fit.
"We have capture of Zarya,"
commander Robert Cabana
announced the moment the two
pieces came together.
"Congratulations to the crew
of the good ship Endeavour,"
replied Mission Control. "That’s
terrific."
The 240-mile-high construction job began two hours earlier
with Nancy Currie’s capture of
Zarya (Russian for Sunrise)
using the shuttle robot arm.
"We’re halfway home," Cabana
said.
The two station pieces are so
big 77 feet from the tip of one
to the tip of the other with a
combined mass of 70,000 pounds

that Currie
and her crewmates had to rely on a computerized vision system and camera
views, rather than direct line of
sight. This was the first time
such a "blind" docking had ever
been attempted.
Currie positioned the solarwinged Zarya, still on the end of
the shuttle robot arm, several
inches directly above Unity. It
was slow going; she wanted and
needed perfrct alignment.
Once she was sure she had it,
Cabana
fired
Endeavour’s
thrusters, and the brief burst
raised the shuttle and thereby
Unity enough for the docking
mechanisms on the two station
components to snap together.
The union intended to last
the station’s 15-year or more lifetime set the stage for a spacewalk by two astronauts on
Monday to attach electrical connectors and cables between the
two components.
Mission Control thought
Sunday’s work might take hours
longer than planned and gave
the six astronauts plenty of time
for the tasks. But everything
occurred more or less when and

how it was supposed to, aside
from a piece of space junk that
strayed too close.
Before beginning their final
approach to Zarya, the six astronauts had to steer clear of a
chunk of a rocket launched last
month from California.
Mission Control ordered the
pilots to fire the shuttle
thrusters to put an extra three
miles between Endeavour and
putting
the
space
junk,
Endeavour a total of five miles
from the orbiting debris.
In all, three spacewalks are
planned for Endeavour’s 12-day
flight, not only to hook up electrical connections between the
two modules but to install
handrails and other tools for
future crews.
NASA estimates 43 more
launches and 159 more spacewalks will be needed after this
mission to assemble the entire
orbiting complex.
Once completed, the 16nation space station will have a
mass of 1 million pounds, be
longer than a football field, and
house up to seven astronauts
and cosmonauts.

Clayton Stelzer/ Spartan Daily
Los Altos Police Officer Brent Butler checks a turned in semiautomatic rifle during Saturday’s
"Gifts for Guns" exchange at the San Jose Arena. Participants received gift packages that included Sharks tickets for turning in unloaded firearms. Law enforcement authorities collected 120
firearms, according to San Jose Police Officer Ken Williams.

U.S. Mint to unveil Sacajawea dollar coin on Internet starting today
WASHINGTON
(AP)
Sacajawea, the Shoshone teenager who accompanied explorers
Meriwether Lewis and William
Clark to the Pacific Ocean
almost two centuries ago, gazes
serenely from a proposed design
for the new dollar coin.
She looks over her shoulder,
as if ready to go. Her infant son
sleeps on her back.
It’s among six finalists for the
gold-colored coin that Americans
will find in their pockets starting
in 2000.
No one knows exactly what
16-year-old Sacajawea, who
joined the Lewis and Clark expedition in 1804, looked like. But
all the proposals, according to
U.S. Mint Director Philip Diehl,

"are realistic depictions of
Native American women."
"They are attractive, but they
are not romanticized," he said.
Starting Monday, Americans
can see the designs on the Mint’s
Internet site and select their
preferences.
Also on display are seven proposals depicting the American
eagle for the reverse side.
Mint officials culled the 13
designs, front and back, from 121
submissions after exhibiting
them last month to more than
300 invited historians, public
officials, artists, coin collectors
and representatives of Indian
organizations.
It’s accepting public comment
on the finalists with the aim of

presenting three for the front tures clearly are those of an
and three for the back to the U.S. American Indian.
The Indian-head penny mintFine Arts Commission, which
ed until 1909 depicted a
meets Dec. 17.
Diehl said the Mint is aiming European-looking woman wearfor selection of the winning ing a feather headdress.
Ken Thomasma of Jackson,
designs by Treasury Secretary
Robert Rubin next month and Wyo., author of "The Truth
will produce coins by January About Sacajawea: based on the
2000, when stocks of Susan B. journals of Lewis and Clark, said
Anthony dollars are projected to he hopes Rubin selects a model
run out. Unlike the Susan B. depicting little Baptiste as well
Anthony dollar, the Sacajawea as his mother.
"Every woman I’ve told about
dollar will be gold-colored and
have an edge that can be readily how she put her 2-month-old son
distinguished from the quarter’s. on her back and went with 31
Indian officials and historians men across the wilderness were
Sacajawea just astounded she could do that.
studied
who’ve
expressed satisfaction that all of ... Four times she and her baby
the designs still under consider- nearly lost their lives."
"If a teen-age girl today did
ation depict women whose fea-

with her baby would be "very
consistent with the maternal
qualities and compassion of
American Indian women." But
he said his colleagues lean
slightly toward a bust of
Sacajawea looking west, her chin
slightly upraised.
"It reflects the pride and the
courage and the dignity of the
American Indian woman," he
said.
An advisory panel that selected the subject for the coin recommended an allegorieal depiction
of Liberty with features
"inspired by Sacajawea."
But, Diehl said, none of the
the
incorporating
designs
Liberty theme were judged
attractive enough.

what this girl did, she’d receive
our highest civilian honor," he
said.
Gary
professor
History
Moulton of the University of
Nebraska said he wants officials
to avoid showing Sacajawea
pointing in a manner reminiscent of a guide, as two of the six
remaining designs do.
"She had a very important
role, but being a guide was not
one of them," he said. "Lewis and
Clark thought of her as an interpreter. She was a go-between ...,
and through her they were able
to purchase horses, which they
desperately needed."
W. Ron Allen, president of the
National Congress of American
Indians, said showing Sacajawea

BOOK BUYBACK
LOOKING TO

GET THE BEST PRICE FOR YOUR BOOKS
AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS

MAKE SOME
QUICK CASH
FOR THE
HOLIDAYS?

IISPARTAN BOOKSTORE
AU normal bookstore hours
Monday, Dec. 7 - 19

FOUR REMOTE LOCATIONS
Friday, Dec. 11 and Monday - Thursday, Dec. 14- 17

You could:
A.

8:30A/A - 4:30PM

=PEDESTRIAN MALL AT
.1.MAcQUARRIE HALL

8:00MA - 5:00PM

Clean shower

curtains in the
residence halls.
B.

EIDUNCAN HALL

Sell your

4 DINING COMMONS

1 1:00MA - 1:00PM
5:00PM - 6:30PM

textbooks to
Spartan Bookstore.

1110TH STREET GARAGE

7:30MA - 6:00PM

Choose NB." It’s a lot easier,
and it won’t have nasty things
under your fingernails.

SpartanBookstore

tore

San lose Slate University

Sam loaf State Ualveralty

